Abstract-There are huge amounts of User Generated Contents (UGCs) consisting of authors' articles of diffe rent themes and readers' comments in social networks every day. Generally, an article often gives rise to thousands of readers' comments, which are related to specific points of the originally published article or previous comments. Hence it has suggested the urgent need for automated methods to implement the content linking task, which can also help other related applications, such as information retrieva� summarization and content management So far content linking is still a relatively new issue. Because of the
INTRODUCTION
User Generated Contents (UGCs) have become the major component of social networks, and the scale of UGC has shown an explosive rise year by year.
Note that an author usually publishes an original article fIrstly in a social network, and then generally this article is followed or replied by a lot of readers, which are called comments or reviews. In these cases, we should pay more attention to the comments instead of neglecting them, because they can help people understand the original article more objectively.
Tian Ya (http://bbs. tianya.cnl) is a popular social network containing BBS, making friends and micro-blog, which is a very good UGC source for one to study. Focused on TianYa's corpora, this paper explores content linking between readers' comments and authors' articles or former readers' comments. It can also help other related applications, such as information retrieva� summ arization and content management.
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According to our former research about methods for content linking based on traditional feature extraction, we fmd that the problems mainly come from the disadvantage of traditional features that they simply deal with the surface features of grammars and semantics. Hence we plan to adopt the Word Embedding model based on deep learning so as to recognize the content linking with deeper semantic features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related research. Section 3 presents the proposed method for content linking. Section 4 reports the experiments, results and analysis of Word Embedding model and content linking on real data collected from TianYa. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with future research issues.
II. RELATED WORK
Since UGCs' content linking is a very new research topic, there are little similar works. We will mainly discuss related works about Opinion Mining and Deep Learning.
In fact, the research for UGCs' comments have been carried out since they appeared, but it was mainly aimed for opinion mining of product information in the past, focusing on the study of emotional tendency [11. Through the pretreatment of textual data and analyzing the content of product comments in various networks, we can fmd the consumers' attitudes and opinions to the commodities. And then, other consumers, manufacturers and retailers can obtain the feedback information they need, using the results of data mining and analysis of comments for commodities [21.
MultiLing 2015 (http://multiling.iit.demokritos.gr) started a task of content linking in social networks for the fIrst time, putting the object for analysis to the direction of content correlation (which is also called content linking) and opinion mining: according to a news text and numerous comments, study the content correlation between comments and original contents or between comments and former comments, to exploit the specific twain statements of content correlation and identify the sentiment polarity of comment itself as well as the emotional consistency of this kind of opinion correlation.
Up to now, content correlation methods are mainly based on the multi-feature similarity calculation, using all kinds of existing classifIcation and clustering methods based on rules or statistical models. But result of content linking we've got is not optimistic through traditional feature similarity calculation. So we attempt to bring in deep learning technology applied to big data ---Word Embedding method to strengthen the traditional methods based on grammars and shaUow semantics. The classic work is by Bengio et al [3] . They used a three-layer neural network to construct the n-gram language modeL and got word vectors through training the language model. From then on, many word vectors of different language models appeared constantly. In 2007, Mnih and Hindon [4] proposed a language model of Log-Bilinear. And then, they proposed a hierarchical idea to replace the most time-consuming multiplication of the matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer in Bengio's method. It ensured the effectiveness and enhanced the speed at the same time. Huang et alP] thought that it cannot exploit the semantic information of the target words fuUy only with the word vectors generated by local context information, so they attempted to give more semantic information to the word vectors. They proposed two major innovations: one is using the global information to assist the existing local information; the other is using multiple word vectors to represent polysemous words.
This representation learning has also been applied to a variety of natural language processing tasks with excellent resuhs, such as Chinese word segmentation [6] , semantic modeling and sentiment analysis [7] , named entity recognition [8] . Figure 1 shows the framework of our proposed method for content linking based on Word Embedding model
III. METHOD BASED ON WORD EMBEDDING MODEL
Due to the data for training and testing are crawled from the TianYa website, the fIrst task is page cleaning and re-encoding.
We split paragraphs into sentences by some punctuations, such as "0 " "! ", "? " . We choose ICTCLAS (http://ictclas.nlpir.orgl) for Chinese word segmentation.
B. Word Embedding Model
As to the calculation of text similarity, we usually regard the word as an important feature. The word vectors can map words from a single dimension to a vector space of K dimensions through training, and thus can seek deeper representation of semantic features for the textual data. The processing of the content is then simplified as the operation of vectors in a vector space of K dimensions, hence the similarity in the vector space can be used to represent the similarity of the textual semantics. Our experiments mainly focus on two types of training models: Word2vec and GloVe. INPUT selects a window of appropriate size as the context, and reads the corresponding word vectors; PROJECTION adds the word vectors (K dimens ions with random initialization) read into the window together, forming a new vector of K dimensions, which is the K nodes in PROJECTION; OUTPUT is a huge binary tree, every none-leaf node here is a vector representing the word of a certain category, and every leaf node here represents a word vector. All the leaf nodes cons ist of all the words in the corpus, and the binary tree is constructed via Huffman Tree.
The mathematical equation for the model is:
Where wt represents a word in the dictionary. This equation uses the words in the window with size k adjacent to Wt to predict the probability of the word Wt. And function ,( W i> Wz , ... , W k) represents a certain operation with the parameters wJl S; i S; k). Word2vec uses the vector addition operation, which adds all the word vectors in the window together.
The objective function for CBOW is:
Where T represents the size of the dictionary. The target of the model is to maximize the value of this objective function. Adding log can transform the muhiplication operation into the addition operation, which is convenient for subsequent operations.
2) GloVe
GloVe is a new global log-bilinear regression model for the unsupervised learning of word representations. It is proposed by Jeffrey Pennington, Richard Socher and Christopher D. Manning from Computer Science Department of Stanford University [lll . GloVe uses the statistics of word occurr ences in a corpus which is the primary source of information available to all unsupervised methods for learning word representations. But it focuses on how meaning is generated from these statistics, and how the resulting word vectors might represent that meaning. For Global Vectors generated by GloVe, the global corpus statistics are captured directly.
The GloVe model is trained on the non-zero entries of a global word-word co-occurrence matrix, which tabulates how frequently words co-occur with one another in a given corpus. The point of GloVe is focused on the rate of word-word co occurr ence probability instead of the probability itself.
The calculation equation is as followed:
Let the matrix of word-word co-occurrence counts be denoted by X, whose entries Xij tabulate the number of times that word j occurs in the context of word i Let Xi be the number 151 of times that any word appears in the context of word i. Let Pij = P(jli) = Xij/Xi be the probability that word j appear in the context of word i. Note that the ratio Pik/Pjk depends on three words i, j, and k. And w E lffi. d are word vectors and W E lffi. d are separate context word vectors.
Through a series of operation and simplification, we get the following equation:
Finally, adding an additional bias bk for Wk restores the symmetry.
It proposes a new weighted least squares regress ion mode I as follow ing:
Where V is the size of the vocabulary and f (XiJ is the weighting function.
For the word vector generated by GloVe, the Euclidean distance (or cosine similarity) between two word vectors provides an effective method for measuring the linguistic or semantic similarity of the corresponding words. And the result representations showcase interesting linear substructures of the word vector space.
C. Calculate similarity
After the training of word embedding models, a sentence in the testing corpus can be expressed as:
Where Wt is word vector of corresponding word t. Then the sentence Wi and the sentence Wj can form calculating matrix Mi,j ' WtWv+1 1
Wt+ k : WV+1
The cosine distance can represent (W t , wv) , and the similarity of sentences i and j is as followed,
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.Jlengthilength j (7) (8) Where max(M m .n) is obtained through the following concrete steps. First, find out the maximum of Mi.j, then delete the row and column of the maximum. Next, fmd the maximum of the remaining matrix and remove row and column like the former step. Do the same procedure until the matrix is empty. Finally add up all the maximum values. lengthi represents the number of word vectors in the sentence, and .J lengthi length j is used to reduce the influence of sentence length.
D. Traditional features
As a comparison experiment, we use the traditional feature of word frequency to calculate the cosine distance between sentences via the traditional vectors in vector space model.
E. Linking results
Based on sentence similarities, we can extract those sentences with the highest similarity score with a comment sentence as its linking result. Note that there are many comments containing the same sentence that appears before in the article or former comments in our testing corpus. We just ignore them when evaluating our linking result, because they can be linked easily without difficult NLP analyzing.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND REs UL TS
A. TianYa BBS data TianYa BBS, founded in March 1999, is a highly influential online community whose users' communication is mainly based on BBS forum, blog, etc.
There are huge amounts of UGC information and a lot of boards in TianYa. We have mainly worked on one of the most famous boards, namely TianYa Zatan Board, because it contains many hot topics discussed by plenty of users containing massive articles published originally and comments replied to them subsequently. Of course, there are also some comments replied to other former comments. One article and all its following comments can form a normal unit called a post.
In our experiments, the research corpus from TianYa website data is obtained automatically using a web crawler developed by ourselves. The corpus is in the standard format of BBS forum and the published dates are all in the period of more than three years, from 2012.1 to 2015.3. We have extracted complete information of articles and comments, including publishing time, publisher, number of comments, number of users replied, detailed contents of all comments, etc. The number of comments in the posts varies from 0 to 30,000. In fact, we find out that there may not be only one fixed theme in different comments even in just one post.
The size of training data is approximately IG fmally. When training the Word Embedding model, the corpus selected should be sampled evenly to avoid some missing in word vectors caused by the imbalance of the corpus.
According to the task of content linking, we have selected those posts whose comment number is greater than 30 in TianYa corpus as our testing data, since the post that was just followed by a few replies would not be much helpful for this experiment. Finally we have 3, 502 posts for testing, including more than 50,000 sentences.
B. Word analogy task
To implement the comparison experiments for word vectors training on Word2Vec and GloVe, we set different sizes of Windows and dimensions. Due to the known expectation of the word vectors, vector(king) -vector(queen) + vector(man) = vector(woman), we can use this method to evaluate the result of trained word vectors.
We conduct experiments on the word analogy task of Mikolov et aU9j The word analogy data set is just available in English. We firstly translated this data set into Chinese using Google translation, and then manually modified it. For example, there are some translated words that should be modified to commoner, and a number of verbs' tenses (such as run, ran, go, 152 went/gone, going, think, thinking), noun plurals (such as cat, cats, dog, dogs) as well as comparative adjectives (for example, short, shortest, slow, slowest), which do not exist in Chinese and thus should be deleted. The names of cities and provinces in China are also modified to their Chinese names, such as 1/1:: �B (Shenyang), iI T (Liaoning), * �;:f€ (Harbin), � 1Z /I (Heilongj iang). Table I shows some examples of our Chinese Word Analogy Dataset that contains six types of semantic questions. Column 1 shows the semantic questions. Column 2 shows the corresponding word groups. Each line represents a word group containing various words separated by spaces (note that we have added the translations of Chinese words in its following brackets), which means that every two words are semantically related with the semantic relations listed in the same line in Column l.
Finally, the Chinese word analogy dataset we obtained contains 11,214 word groups, and the training corpus covers 55.96% (6,275 word groups) of the dataset, as shown in Table  II. Question is assumed to be correctly answered only if the closest words to the vector computed using the above method (the known expectation of the word vector) is exactly the same as the correct word in the question. We evaluate the overall accuracy for each model with different parameters. In addition, the number of closest words N we set is not limited to 1, but expanded to 5. 
55.96%
As we can see from Table II , CBOW performs better than GloVe in our experiments, and CBOW shows the best result when size=200, window=8. Figure 3 gives some examples of our resuhs from GloVe lOO-lO, in which each line represents a word group. As we can see, all these word groups can answer some of the semantic questions shown in Table I Although we aimed to study content linking, we have also performed a simple comparison betweenWord2Vec and GloVe. Interestingly, GloVe was claimed to be better than Word2Vec in its papers, but our experiments have suggested its poorer performance in this Chinese word analogy task. Of course, there may be various influential factors for our experimental resuh, like different languages, corpus of different topics, and parameter settings, etc.
C. Content linking
Although we have enough data for testing, we have to evaluate the final result of content linking one by one through human labors. We have invited 5 graduate students to manually check the resuhs. Finally, the evaluated testing data for content linking we used contains 30 posts consisting of 1,743 sentences in TianYa corpus. We have tagged the comment sentence linking with a score about the degree of its relativeness to the extracted sentence that the comment replied to. Scores range from 0 to 3, 0 indicates no association, the greater the score is, the greater the correlation. Finally, the average scores are shown in Table III . As we can see from Table III , the final resuh suggests that Word2Vec performs the best, and followed by traditional feature method. It has also verified our assumption that using Word2Vec which produces deep semantic word vectors can provide a great deal of help to associated content task Table IV shows four examples of our linking results. For each example, line 3 gives the content of the comment sentence, line 1 gives the linking sentence for the comment sentence decided by Word Embedding model, line 2 gives the linking sentence for the comment sentence decided by tradition word frequency feature. 1HJ��ll'r t1il�PJfig���
(the road speed limitation signs in our country are seriously discrepant with the actual road conditions, a road which can run more than 80 , it gives you a speed limitation to 40, a road which can run more than 120 , it gives you a speed limitation to 60 ... and then, it is impossible for any driver in China to run in the range of speed I imitation)
�D���nPJ�:®��l¥J*�7��. 1lIl�9D�I'l� 20 Let's just look at Example 1 for more detailed discussion. Although the comment and the linking sentence extracted by traditional features appear to have the similar key word "�p (family without residence registration)", we find out that its real meaning is the relation between residences with the fields through the context. Instead, the linking sentence by Word Embedding model shows the closer answer.
Realistically, we should point out some problems in this experiment that word vectors may sometimes lead to "excessive linking". It means that the word vectors can not only help to link two relevant sentences without the same vocabulary but also wrongly link two unrelated sentences by scoring them with much higher semantic similarity. We plan to work more on these problems via integration of Word Embedding model with traditional features and other possible features in future.
V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we mainly study the task of content linking between comment sentence and article sentence or former comment sentence in BBS post. Based on our former work of traditional features-based methods and its unsatisfied result, we propose to improve its performance by digging deeper semantic information with Word Embedding model We then make further study on the Word Embedding model trained by different neural network models from which we can learn the structure, principles and training ways of the neural network language model in more depth to complete deep semantic feature extraction. With the aid of these semantic features, we implement a new method of content linking for interactive UGCs in social networks like BBS. Our experiments support a conclusion that the Word Embedding model based on deep learning performed well in deep semantics mining task as well as the content linking task by comparison with traditional ways based on feature extraction. There are still many issues for us to study more in future work, especially the possible improvement ways via integration of various methods so as to make full use of merits of existed technologies.
